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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP3251988A2] According to one embodiment, a delivery processing apparatus includes a conveying mechanism and a plurality of
accumulators. The conveying mechanism includes a conveyor, at least a pair of conveying belts (4), and a driver. The conveyor is provided with
a conveying route including a direction change path (35, 37, 55, 57) configured to change a conveying direction of a delivery object. The pair of
conveying belts is configured to sandwich the delivery object from both sides to convey the delivery object along the conveying route. The driver
is configured to drive the conveying belts. The delivery object conveyed by the conveying mechanism is to be accumulated in the plurality of
accumulators. One of the pair of conveying belts is an inner periphery conveying belt provided in the direction change path. The other of the pair
of conveying belts is an outer periphery conveying belt which is extendable greater than the inner periphery conveying belt and faces an outer
peripheral surface of the inner periphery conveying belt. The direction change path includes one or a plurality of rotating supports (40) that are
configured to come into contact with the delivery object and are rotatable around an axis intersecting the conveying direction.
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